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Copyright
- Copyright in the digital age: an update / 346.048 COPYRIG 2007
- Making copyright work for your library / 346.048 MAKING 2004

Customer Service
- Customer service: it's more than just a smile / 2001 025.5 CUSTOMER S
- Dealing with difficult people / 2005 025.5 DEALING
- Human values in a technological age / 2001 025 HUMAN V

Management
- Disaster planning / 1998 025.82 DISASTE
- Information power: what is it, how to know it when you see it, how to use it in your library / 2000 023 INFORMA
- Libraries, the universe, and everything: always a river, sometimes a library / 2023.8 ALWAYS 2006 DVD
- Library as place: where people want to be / 2005 021.7 LIBRARY P
- Library challenges & opportunities. Information literacy for life / 025.56 INFORMA 2008
- Library challenges & opportunities. Library spaces: future needs / 021.2 SPACES 2008
- Library challenges & opportunities. Tools of engagement: attracting and engaging library users / 201.2 TOOLS 2008
- Library hot topics: discussions and interviews / 2005 023.8 HOT TOP
- Library management hot topics: a roundtable discussion with experienced library managers / 2023.9 HOT TOP 2006
- Library marketing: tips & techniques / 201.7 MARKETI 2005
- Library support staff soar to great heights: how library workers give back / 2003 023 LIBRARY S
- Mapping the library landscape [computer file]: finding the trends that matter / 023.8 MAPPING 2007
- Public & policies: interpreting and applying library service policies / 2000 021.2 PUBLIC
- Say Internet and they will come: Successful teambuilding / 1996 023 SAY INT
- Success in the library workplace: You have the power / 1999 023 SUCCESS
- Support staff, invisible people / 1996 023 STAFF
- Time management: getting things done / 2003 023.8 TIME MA
- Trends, fads, or folly?: spotting the trends that really matter / 021.2 TRENDS 2008
- Whatever happened to carbon paper?: a look toward the future for library assistants and the printed word / 023 WHATEVE 2002

Professional Development
- A basic toolkit: good manager & good employee skills / 2003 023.9 BASIC T
- Confronting the crisis in library education / 2007 CONFRON 2006
- Dancing with change: distance learning: more than remote possibilities / 2000 025.04 DISTANC
- Professional toolkit: skills for advancement / 2003 020 PROFESS

Programming
- Building another bridge: equal access to technology for special populations / 2002 027.663 BUILDIN
- Information literacy for the 21st century learner: reaching at-risk high school and community college students / 025.56 INFORMA 2006
- Libraries, the universe, and everything: serving immigrant populations / 207.63 SERVING 2006
- Role of teaching in modern libraries / 2004 025.56 ROLE OF

Reference
- Google and your patrons / 025.52 GOOGLE 2005
- Google book search: its impact on scholarship and libraries / 025.0028 GOOGLE 2006
• Reference services, preparing for the future of digital reference / 2004
  025.52 REFERENC
• Reference services: challenges, tools and opportunities : new tools for enhancing digital reference, Part 1, 2004
  025.52 NEW TOO
• Reference tools for the Information Age : consumer medical resources / 2005
  025.52 CONSUME
• Virtual reference : a leadership view, 2003
  025.52 VIRTUAL L
• Virtual reference services : what, why and how / 2002
  025.52 VIRTUAL R

Technology
• Agents, bots & intelligent dots : the technology behind electronic documents / 025.04 AGENTS 2001
• Best from the Web / 025.52 BEST FR 2007
• Best new technologies : keeping up with the storm / 025.0028 BEST NE 2006
• Bringing order to the chaos : using search engines efficiently / 2004 025.04 BRINGIN
• Internet power : How to get it, how to keep it, how to pass it on / 2000 025.56 INTERNE
• Reversing the ratchet : basic technology adoption strategies for library workers / 023.8 REVERSI 2008
• Technology toolkit : survival skills for everyone / 025.04 TECHNOL 2004
• Web filtering : policies, software, staff training, and CIPA, 2004
  025.213 WEB FIL